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Many of us live a ?boxed-in? form of Christianity that is far from the abundant life promised to us by
Jesus. Instead of the Church being a relevant and powerful movement in the earth like we read in
the New Testament we often simply struggle to live the status quo offered by ?routine? Christianity.
This book is about stepping ?outside of the box,? and into an exciting journey that will last forever!
In 2004, James and Rachel Krechnyak, with a small band of passionate believers, launched
Portlaoise Family Worship Centre. Two months after the official start, James woke one morning in
great pain with a debilitating illness that baffled the medical profession. The Church and the illness
would be a catalyst in taking them to new levels of faith and understanding of what the Kingdom of
God was like. Continuing with his life story from where his first book, Through the Wilderness, left
off, ?Living the Dream? looks at knowing a powerful King, seeking out an ever increasing Kingdom,
and applying true Christianity to the culture that we find ourselves living in.. 
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In 2004, James and Rachel Krechnyak, with a small band of passionate believers, launched
Portlaoise Family Worship Centre. Two months after the official start, James woke one morning in
great pain with a debilitating illness that baffled the medical profession. The Church and the illness
would be a catalyst in taking them to new levels of faith and understanding of what the Kingdom of
God was like. Continuing with his life story from where his first book, Through the Wilderness, left
off, ?Living the Dream? looks at knowing a powerful King, seeking out an ever increasing Kingdom,
and applying true Christianity to the culture that we find ourselves living in.

(From the back cover) YOU DO NOT CHOOSE A LIFE, YOU LIVE A LIFE. If you knew you had six
months to live, what changes would you make? Would you be full of regrets? Would you have
scores of unmet dreams, abandoned because the risks seemed too enormous or because your life
was preoccupied with too many nonessentials? Jesus challenged twelve men to join Him on an
intimate journey that was recklessly abandoned to the Creator. That lifestyle unnerved the religious
and confounded the heathen. It was not an easy journey (they were not loved by all), but it did
change the world, both then and now. In our modern times of ever evolving business stereotypes
where franchise giants dominate skylines and electrical gadgets provide instant access to global
information, it can be easy to get sucked into the flow of generic Christianity, drowning out the voice
of Jesus calling for radical disciples. Will we be those men and women that will shape the world?
Are we willing to go against the flow? Do we hear the call...to follow?

James Krechnyak Jr. is an ordinary guy who serves an extraordinary God. His desire is to grow in
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his relationship with Jesus and see others come to know Him in a deep, life-changing way. In
response to that goal, James has spent much of his adult life as a missionary in Europe. Nearly 10
years ago, along with his wife Rachel and a small band of Christians, they founded Life Church
(www.lifechurch.ie) in Ireland, which currently has two locations with a vision for future locations.
They also started Grassroots Church Planting Ministries with a longing to support, train, and disciple
leaders, and to plant new churches. James and Rachel have three passionate children that they
homeschool. James has written two other books, &#x201C;Through the Wilderness&#x201D; and
&#x201C;Living the Dream&#x201D;, and enjoys hiking, biking, traveling, gardening, and a good
cup of java.
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